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What matters is what comes out at the end!
A real nutritional cycle is only possible if we fertilise the fields again with our faeces. "Holy Shit" breaks the taboo of not talking
about it and shows solutions for world nutrition and climate change.
Dr. John Todd's eco-machine uses the sun to turn sewage sludge into toxin-free compost soil. The "Poo Pirates" in Uganda teach
villagers how to make fertiliser with low-cost dry toilets and prevent epidemics at the same time. In Sweden, Carl Lindström is
working on a modern dry toilet, and in Geneva and Hamburg, entire housing complexes and neighbourhoods already have their own
toilet circuit, generating their own electricity and fertiliser.
HOLY SHIT shows that an open discussion about our leftovers, excrement, faeces, shit, poop is overdue. Because only by talking
about it we can find solutions. 

Holy Shit - Trailer Premiere

Ein Film von Rubén Abruña  - Thurnfilm in Koproduktion mit PEACOCK FILM

ENGLISH

One could get the impression that profitable agriculture is only possible by factory farming, working with environmentally harmful
fertilisers and overexploiting nature. Rudolf Bühler and the farmers in the area of influence of the Bäuerliche Erzeugergemeinschaft
Schwäbisch-Hall (BESH) show that it can be different. 
They have clean rivers, lush meadows where cows graze and pigs can dig in the soil on the pastures. 
And the best part? 
The farmers have a regular income and are able to offer their food without using animal cruelty or any pharmaceuticals. Filmmaker
Bertram Verhaag visited the farmers, talked to the farmers and also met their opponents.
An exciting story about the co-founder of Wir-Haben-es-satt and sustainable agriculture.

AND YET IT IS POSSIBLE... AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION NOW!

Bertram Verhaag - DENKMAL-Film Verhaag
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After her personal participation in the UN CBD COP 15 in Montreal in December 2022, Barbara Pilz gives an overview of the most
important achievements in the regulation and assessment of new technologies. Expert interviews will discuss opportunities and
priorities for cooperation with civil society and how to prevent the release of genetically modified organisms into the
environment.  

Stop Gene Drives: Expert Interviews

Barbara pilz - Stop Gene Drive, Save our seeds

ENGLISH17:50

About greed, investors and grain...
Drought in the fields. War in the breadbasket of Europe. Interrupted supply chains. Everyone feels the consequences at the
supermarket checkout: food is getting more expensive.
By now at the latest, we have realised how crisis-prone the system is that feeds us. Prices for cereals and milk have risen by 50
percent, for potatoes and tomatoes by 30 percent. Germany is the world champion in importing vegetables and fruits like apples
and quinces.
On an alpine farm, the world still seems to be in order: the cows graze on the meadow. The milk is made into good alpine cheese
in the farm's own cheese dairy. Everything regional, everything organic. And all very far from the reality of our modern
agriculture.
Monocultures, dying farms, rising lease prices. 
Journalist and presenter Louis Klamroth goes in search of answers. 

The truth about our agriculture

Julia Friedrichs, Michael Schmitt - ZDF:zeit
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Disclaimer: All schedules are without guarantee. There can always be delays or cancellations, so if you want to make sure you don't miss your favourite talk, arrive a

little beforehand and expect delays. 

The Atlas of Peatlands
Welcome & peatland Jan Philip Albrecht - Heinrich-Böll-Foundation

Gallus, gallus, almost 35 billion chickens are farmed in the world, about 160 million of them in Germany. A global industry. Breeding chickens
both for the production of eggs and for consumption is therefore an important innovation of our time.

Gallus gallus ! Barbara Geiger - Fräulein Brehms Tierleben

What is the problem with conventional breeding of chicken? What are solutions? What consumers can do?
future of dual use chicken Inga Günther - Ökologische Tierzucht gemeinnützige GmbH

Agriculture is running out of young people worldwide. There is a lot of talk about and the EU pays extra subsidies for farmers under 40. The
The UN Committee on World Food Security (CFS) has dedicated a report to the situation of young people. Tyler Short from Kentucky, USA,
together with young colleagues, has been campaigning for the participation of young people in agriculture and food systems.

Young farmers go CFS Tyler Short - La Via Campesina

Preserving, maintaining, harvesting and processing orchard trees is worth it! 
Cheers! Orchards return investment Florian Profitlich - Gusthof Kraatz

More acceptance towards queer people in agriculture! Processes, milestones, achievements and goals at German and European levels.
queer feminist agriculture Hanna Schwager, Paula Gioia - Emanzipatorisches Landwirtschaftnetwerk (ELAN), European Coordination Via Campesina (ECVC)
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Zimbabwe's first school for agroecological agriculture.
teaching agroecology in Zimbabwe Chengeto Muzira - Zimsoff Zimbabwe

GMO is GMO! 94 associations and organisations campaigned for the regulation of genetic engineering by the federal government of Germany.
Dont CRISPR us! Aliena Gauer - Bündnis Agrar- und Umweltjugendverbände

What do children tell us in their drawings? What do they draw our attention to? "Eat more vegetables. I love pigs. Therefore eat less meat."
Knowledge and feeling come together in children's drawings. A call for climate protection and food security.

Children's art studio - drawing & cooking for climate justice Silke Riechert - Artist, 6th grades Heinrich von Stephan/ Miriam Makeba Schule

When students do gardening together, they put their hands, feet, eyes and ears into a piece of soil and thus cultivate, experience and eat
diversity.

College gardens of diversity Birgit Wilhelm, Vincent Houben, Yorick Hahn - Fachhochschule Erfurt

Health professionals are committed to preserving our livelihoods. This is essential since the climate and biodiversity crisis caused by our
current food system, among other things, has serious consequences for human health. Health needs climate protection - healthy people only
exist on a healthy planet!

Healthy planet, healthy people - climate protection is health protection! Anne Schirmaier - Health for Future

2023 will be the year of agritoxins - under the influence of the agricultural lobby, the pesticide reduction targeted by the EU is currently being
stalled. In addition, a decision will be made this year on whether the harmful pesticide glyphosate will continue to be approved. At the same
time, an ecological agricultural transformation is urgently needed right now. The Alliance for Agriculture Sustainable for Grandchildren has its
hands full.

Turn away from pesticides - towards an sustainable agricultural transformation Alisa Hufsky - Bündnis enkeltaugliche Landwirtschaft e.V.

Farina Kiefer - Deutsche Umwelthilfe e.V.

Axel Anders, Daniel Hausmann - Förderkreis Biozyklisch-Veganer Anbau e. V.

Lucy Sharratt - Canadian Biotechnology Action Network (CBAN)

Dumping veggies from Spain are destroying the unique ecosystem of the Mar Menor. The German Environmental Aid defends the life of the
seahorses off German supermarket shelves.

dumping veggies and dead seahorses at Mar menor

For some, it is the goal. But does farming without livestock work at all? Yes, says farmer Daniel Hausmann, with bio-cyclical vegan farming.
vegan agriculture down to earth

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), has so far stood for more sustainable and future-proof forestry. For decades, its label has also
guaranteed that there is no genetic engineering in its forests. Lucy Sharrat from Canada is fighting to keep it that way.

No GM tree with FSC label!

Homogeneous wheat stocks threaten food security. The cultivation and processing of heterogeneous wheat stocks is an elementary
adaptation strategy to climate change. In Witzenhausen, scientists, farmers and bakers are breeding together. 

BAKWERT - Baking wheat diversity Anke Kähler - Uni Kassel (Witzenhausen), Die Freien Bäcker e.V.

Farmers and newcomers can hardly afford the high land and lease prices. Only fair leasing can help! The AbL campaigns for a public welfare-
oriented leasing practice by municipalities. 

Land for whom? Fair lease! Ralf Demmerle - Arbeitsgemeinschaft bäuerliche Landwirtschaft Mitteldeutschland (AbL) e.V.

Food sovereignty in Argentina - the influence of family, peasant and indigenous farmers' on public policy.
Food Sovereignty in Argentina Marcos Ezequiel Filardi - Campanha Permanente Contra os Agrotóxicos Brazil

Can beans save the world? They and many other legumes such as peas, lentils, peanuts and lupins can provide excellent protein instead of
meat and nitrogen instead of artificial fertiliser. The Global Bean Project for the promotion of the cultivation and consumption of legumes has
already been joined by 80 organisations, show gardens, universities and companies.

Global Bean to save the world Lisa Hoffmann - Global Bean

Probably the most important mud fight of the year has taken place in Lützerath. But the battle has just begun. The coal stays in the ground!
The Legal Aid Office supports the demonstrators in their actions.

Lützi forever! Holger Isabelle Jänicke - Rechtshilfebuero

Gene drives are self-replicating genetic chain reactions designed to manipulate or eradicate entire populations and species. At the CBD in
December, knowledgeable and wise people from all continents and many tribal areas warned against this. Stop Genedrives! Fights for a global
moratorium on the release of genetically modified organisms.

Gene Drives? Voices from 5 continents Barbara Pilz - Stop Gene Drives

Landless livestock farming and its marketing strategies.
Milk collectives of the landless MST Kollektive Kleinmolkereien

José Padilla and Ana Lilia Castellanos are growing vanilla in the Mexican rainforest. Their exemplary, nature-friendly farming practices have
become an educational programme. 

Vanilla from the rainforest José Padilla Vega, Ana Lilia Castellanos - roots of the mountain

After the bad Bolsonaro years, the movement of Brazilian small farmers and landless people is facing a renaissance, including the first and
only university of small farmers, "Frontera do Sul".

The university of small farmers Antonio Andrioli - Universidade Federal da Fronteira Sul (UFFS) Brazil

The revolution of Iranian women and their supporters continues. Daniela Sepehri talks to political representatives to promote the Iranian
turnaround in german politics.

Iran Revolution in German Politics Daniela Sepehri

If anything, then with skin and hair. The handbags from Archehof Windeck are an elegant contribution to saving endangered livestock breeds
and old, handicraft traditions.

handbags for diversity Lisa Anschütz - Archehof Windeck

Transformation of Argi- and foodsystems - what does it mean in practice in Berlin? The Youth Nutrition Council Berlin has
dealt with this intensively and derived claims from it for the current and future Senate of Berlin.

youth investigations and demands Thibault Belitz - Jugend-Ernährungsrat Berlin

Bread to Ukraine - Unfortunately necessary. Bakeries from all over the country bake durable wholemeal bread for families in Ukraine and also
make sure that it gets there. Despite the energy crisis and price increases.

bread bridges to Ukraine Lukas Kähler, Mariia Mamina - Brotbrücken

Potato, pumpkin, fatherland - agriculture in the hands of the Nazis? The working group "Inter-Association Strategy Building against right-
wing extremists" campaigns for awareness raising and against racists in organic agriculture. Against right-wing extremists in organic farming!

Green on the outside, brown on the inside? Barbara Graf, Jutta Sundermann - AK Verbandsübergreifende Strategiebildung gegen Rechts

lullaby from a dairy farm Matthias Stürwold19:00
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Independent breeding in farmers' hands and resource-conserving smallholder livestock farming. 
What does that actually mean? 
The ÖTZ is building up its own, 100% organic animal breeding farm. 
Right from the start: Cage-free, chick-killing-free, corporation-free, without performance increases at the expense of the animals. 
Find out what's wrong with conventional breeding, what solutions there are and what consumers can do. 

Less is hard - the dual-purpose chicken with future

Inga Günther - Ökologische Tierzucht gemeinnützige GmbH (ÖTZ)

How does civil society participation work? 
What makes it so special? 
How are positions negotiated? 
The power of words: How is a negotiating text created and how can it be influenced? 
How are conflicts resolved? 
What have been successes in recent years? 
What are the challenges in the ongoing processes? 
How do geopolitical conflicts affect the work of the CFS? 

Nothing about us without us - Civil Society & Indigenous People at Committee on World Food Security (CFS)

Tyler Short, Paula Gioia, Sefu Sani, Verusak Prado - AbL/La Via Campesina, TMG, FIAN, inkota, Brot für die Welt

Solidarity Farming & Seasonal Workers - Wage Dependent Workers and the Labor Union in the Agricultural Transformation. 
What are Labor Unions and Workers Councils? 
Ben and Tim work with you on the role of labor unions for a socio-ecological transformation.  

Tim Seuffert, Benjamin Luig - Industriegewerkschaft Bauen-Agrar-Umwelt (IG BAU) & Initiative Faire Landarbeit 
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